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Seven Languages in Seven Weeks: A Pragmatic Guide to Learning Programming LanguagesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Ruby, Io, Prolog, Scala, Erlang, Clojure, Haskell. With Seven Languages in Seven Weeks, by Bruce A. Tate, you'll go beyond the syntax-and beyond the 20-minute tutorial you'll find someplace online. This book has an audacious goal: to present a meaningful exploration of seven languages within a single book. Rather than...
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Managing the Windows NT RegistryO'Reilly, 1998

	
		The Windows NT Registry is the repository for all hardware, software, and application configuration settings, and Managing the Windows NT Registry is the system administrator's guide to maintaining, monitoring, and updating the Registry database. The book addresses four main areas:

		
			What is the...
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HP Vertica EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to deploy, administer, and manage HP Vertica, one of the most robust MPP solutions around


	About This Book

	
		Learn cluster management and techniques to improve performance in Vertica
	
		Deploy local segmentation and get to grips with the concept of projections
	
		A simple,...
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Sams Teach Yourself Perl in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2005
Even if you're new to Perl, Sams Teach Yourself Perl in 24 Hours teaches you everything you need to know to begin producing useful CGI programs quickly. This book provides you with a solid foundation in the basics of the Perl language, so you can easily move on to more advanced books and techniques. Special attention is paid to those features that...
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Perl Power!: A JumpStart Guide to Programming with Perl 5Addison Wesley, 1998

	After the two successful years that this book has been available in German-speaking countries, the publishers decided to translate it into English and allow me the opportunity to address not only my German countrymen but savvy Perl programmers throughout the world!


	This book has come a long way since it was first published: it was...
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Running LinuxO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Once a little-known productivity boost for personal computers, Linux is now becoming a central part of computing environments everywhere. This operating system now serves as corporate hubs, Web servers, academic research platforms, and program development systems. All along it's also managed to keep its original role as an...
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The Ruby WaySams Publishing, 2001
The Ruby Way assumes that the reader is already familiar with the subject matter.  Using many code samples it focuses on "how-to use Ruby" for specific applications, either as a stand-alone language, or in conjunction with other languages.

Topics covered include: 

* Simple data tasks; 
* Manipulating structured...
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Computer Science IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2015

	Each new print copy includes Navigate 2 Advantage Access that unlocks a comprehensive and interactive eBook, student practice activities and assessments, a full suite of instructor resources, and learning analytics reporting tools.

	

	Fully revised and updated, the Sixth Edition of the best-selling text Computer Science...
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Learning Perl, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2005
Learning Perl, better known as  "the Llama book", starts the programmer on the way to mastery. Written by three  prominent members of the Perl community who each have several years of  experience teaching Perl around the world, this latest edition has been updated  to account for all the...
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Java CookbookO'Reilly, 2001
This book offers Java developers short, focused pieces of code that are easy to incorporate into other programs. The idea is to focus on things that are useful, tricky, or both. The book's code segments cover all of the dominant APIs and should serve as a great "jumpingoff place" for Java developers who want to get started in areas...
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Data Munging with PerlManning Publications, 2001
Over the last five years there has been an explosion of interest in Perl. This is largely because of the huge boost that Perl received when it was adopted as the de facto language for creating content on the World Wide Web. Perl’s powerful text manipulation facilities made it an obvious choice for writing Common Gateway Interface (CGI)...
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Applications Interface Programming Using Multiple Languages: A Windows Programmer's GuidePrentice Hall, 2003
Applications Interface Programming Using Multiple Languages is a comprehensive, hands-on, and practical guide to interface programming between multiple languages.
Today, as computer technology develops rapidly, a single programming language sometimes is not enough to handle complicated, real-world implementations. Each language has its...
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